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Background  

We all know little has been done for people with disabilities in the weather and climate services 

sector, regardless of the growing concern towards this community. In this regard, an e-workshop 

on “Equal access to weather and climate information” was conducted on 14th May 2020 through 

the virtual platform “ZOOM” among the people with different disabilities, representatives from 

different disabled societies, representatives from the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology 

(DHM), Meteorological Forecasting Division (MFD) forecasters, climate scientists, and civil 

society. The workshop brought together 39 participants from the relevant organizations. 

People with disabilities shared their issues and the challenges they have been facing in terms of 

weather and climate information access.  According to the suggestions, feedback, and inputs 

received through e-workshop, a report has been prepared.  With the help of an e-workshop 

report, Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, and in coordination with the people with 

disabilities we have prepared this toolkit that is expected to help DHM to make its dissemination 

system disabled friendly especially for the deaf people, people with hearing loss, blind and 

people with intellectual disability.  

Guidelines 

Guidelines to follow for both website and app development: Web Content Accessibility 

Guidelines (WCAG 2.1). This Guideline is developed by the World Wide Web Consortium. 

Four principles of accessibility: 

Perceivable: All the information can be perceived by all users. Example - if there are pictures, 

there should be picture descriptions for visually impaired users and for videos, there should be 

transcripts and/or sign language. 

Operable: The website/apps and all of its content should be operable by all users using their 

assistive devices. Example: a screen reader software used by visually impaired users should be 

able to read and navigate all parts of the website or app.  

Understandable: The content should be simple to understand for all including to those with 

learning disabilities. 

Robust:  Different users use different devices to surf the web or mobile app. Therefore, the 

website or app must be robust enough to be used in all of these devices. 
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DHM forecast dissemination system 

The current dissemination system of DHM is given in the table below along with the simple 

basic steps that can be followed to make the system disabled friendly. 

 

S.N. DHM weather 

and climate 

Information 

dissemination 

Medium 

How the 

information is 

disseminated  

Steps to make the system 

Disabled friendly 

Remarks 

1 MFD Website Text  Alternative text for blind 

Easy navigation to the 

information 

 

2 Television (10 

Different Nepali 

Channels) 

Visual and 

Audio 

Sign language for deaf 

people. 

Simple diagrammatic 

description for Intellectual 

disability. 

Live captioning for hard of 

hearing. 

Clear audio description of 

the picture if any for blind 

users. 

More details 

are provided 

below 

3 Twitter 

@DHM_Weather 

Text and 

Pictures 

Alternative text should be 

added if there are any 

pictures. 

More details 

are provided 

below 

4 Emails Text Should be both in Nepali 

and English. Picture 

descriptions should be 

added if there are any 

images in the email. 

 

5 Facebook Text, Images, 

Videos 

Simple text should be used.  

If information is given in 

More details 

are provided 

below 
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the form of scanned 

document or picture- the 

text should also be written 

as text in the post, caption 

& sign language for all 

videos. 

6 Online News 

Portal 

Text, Images Follow WCAG.   

7 Radio (89.8 MHz) Audio Detailed description of the 

forecast in easy and 

understandable language. 

Not applicable 

for deaf and 

hard of 

hearing 

8 Newspaper Text  Difficult to 

make it blind 

friendly 

9 Notice Board 

Service 

Text Add Braille for blind users.  

10 Phone inquire Voice Clearly describe in detail. Not applicable 

for deaf users 

11 Meteorological 

Forecast Division 

Application (MFD 

app 

Text, Image, 

Video 

Web content accessibility 

guidelines should be 

followed. They should be 

tested with disabled groups 

before launching. 

Testing phase 

12 Forecasters’ 

Workstation 

(CAP, Alert, 

Warnings etc.) 

Video Nepali sign language, 

captions, audio description. 

Forthcoming 

13 Weather 

Presentation 

Video 

Video Nepali sign language, 

captions, audio description. 

Forthcoming 
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Details: 

1.    Provision to adjust the text in web portal 

● The HTML text is too long for differently abled to read and understand. The sentences 

should be short and should give clear information avoiding the jargons. 

● It should have provision to adjust the text size and contrast ratio of the display as per the 

need of the disabled people.  

 

● Web pages should not contain anything that flashes more than three times in one-second 

period. 

According to WCAG 2.1: Line spacing 1.5 times and paragraph spacing 1.5 times larger than the 

line spacing. Letter spacing 0.12 times and word spacing 0.16 times the font size. The text in these 

places needs more attention. 

Put periods in abbreviations. 

If we are abbreviating something in HTML, put periods in between each letter. For example, if 

you're referencing the Central Intelligence Agency, write it out as C.I.A., rather than CIA. A screen 

reader does not recognize the abbreviation without periods and will instead read it out phonetically 

as a word (C-I-A will be read as "cia"). 
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2.  Easy navigation to website and its information 

● The main content should remain on the same page. It should not open a webpage 

providing the information in the next page. 

For example: The user-interface is not friendly to differently abled people, this has to be 

improved in all the links associated with DHM that includes Hydrology Division | Flood 

Forecasting Section  

3. Simple version of technical details 

● The technical details of the shared weather information should be shared in a very simple 

and understandable language with an aid of graphics and animations.  

4. Making television and visual web portal (like weather studio) disabled friendly 

● While delivering the weather forecast through the visual medium like Television and 

other web portals, there should be provision of a Sign language Interpreter to translate the 

audio information. 

● Live captioning should be provided both in Nepali and English especially for hard of 

hearing. 

● Detailed description of type, nature, severity and the likely impact of the weather and 

natural disaster should be provided specifically for intellectual disability.  

● Audio description of video and images should provide description of what’s 

happening/explaining the message or meaning. Also, narration should be added to the 

soundtrack to describe important visual details that cannot be understood from the main 

soundtrack alone.  For Blind and Low vision people. 

● Weather animations of sunlight, clouds, rainfall, and other features should be used to 

describe the event. This will especially help people with intellectual disability.  

● If a video has few words in it, it’s good practice to provide a written or audio description 

of what's happening/explain the message or meaning.  
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 5. Facebook (How to make Facebook post accessible) 

● Add captions or alt text to photos for the people who or blind or who have vision loss  

○ Either details of picture can be posted together with the photo or 

○ The automatic alt text can be edited which Facebook automatically generates on 

images (This text is often quite simplistic - and this function can be used in 

computer only). Click the ‘edit’ button in the top right-hand corner, then select 

‘change alt text’. Keep the text short and to the point.   

● Automatic video captions 

o Facebook adds automatic captions to videos for users who are deaf or who have 

hearing loss, this feature is useful. People who are blind can listen to the captions. 

Audio description of what's happening/explain the message or meaning should be 

provided for blind users. 

● Facebook live streaming 

○ Live streaming is becoming increasingly popular on Facebook, Twitter and 

YouTube. Sign language interpreter in the live stream should be used. As far as 

possible live captioning should also be used for hard of hearing. The audio should 

be clear enough for the blind users to understand streaming. 

● Check color contrast on images, animated GIFs and infographics 

○ Any infographics and images, particularly those with text included in them, should 

be well color contrasted to be more clear - this is a requirement under Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines. 

6. Twitter (How to make twitter tweets accessible) 

● If we are using any image, then description should be provided.  

● If audio or video is used, sign language should be provided 
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● Also, it is required to check with the disability community if the content is easily 

accessible.  

Steps: 

A. The feature needs to be enabled on Twitter's app and website by going to Settings and 

Privacy, entering the Accessibility menu and checking the Compose Image Descriptions 

box. 

B. When an image is added to the tweets, an “Add Description” button will appear at the 

bottom of it. 

C. Clicking it will take to an Image Description screen, where we will be able to add a 

description of the picture – also known as alternative text or alt text – for visually 

impaired users. 

 

 

7. For the forecast from national radio 

● Detailed information should be provided to make it perceivable and understandable 

through descriptions on nature and the type of the weather or natural disaster for the blind 

people and for the people with intellectual disabilities. 
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8. Use of weather flashcards 

Along with the images and text weather flashcards, which are easy to understand, should be used 

while forecasting the weather. This is especially helpful for the autistic users and for the users with 

intellectual disabilities. Examples of weather flashcards are included here.  

  

 

 

 


